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Arjan Speelman
H E A V E N L Y R E F I N E D F L A V O U R S //
One simply feels on a different level and close to heaven. For one,
rd

through passion, expertise and finesse. The authentic craft of

the restaurant Ciel Bleu is located on the 23 floor of the luxurious

cooking, innovative techniques and surprising elements add up

Hotel Okura offering spectacular views over the city of Amsterdam.

to culinary excellence. Artisanal and traditional cuisine is fused

But more importantly, dining up here is a gourmet experience

with inspirations from all corners of the world.

that will transport you to a whole new sphere when it comes to
refined flavours. Head Chef Arjan Speelman and his team remain

Pure, top-quality ingredients, spices and flavours are the base

faithful to traditional French cooking, while also embracing

of the unique Ciel Bleu line of cooking. Creamy oysters from

international influences and spices. The cuisine they showcase

Brittany, fish from the surrounding seas and lakes, organic herbs,

is one full of guts, love and craftsmanship.

flowers and vegetables from regional suppliers, and the spices
of the Dutch Golden Age accompanied by lush wines create a

Through ambition and hard work, Arjan Speelman has achieved

truly uplifting culinary experience.

his goal of reaching the top of his trade. He was apprenticed
at the restaurant De Hoefslag before rising to the position of

One of the popular signature dishes that have gourmets flocking

Chef de Partie and Pastry Chef there. In 2003, he was asked to

to Arjan Speelman’s Ciel Bleu is langoustine with oscietra caviar,

co-lead the kitchen team at Ciel Bleu and took the restaurant

sorrel and mace. Harmoniously coordinated flavours and the

to double Michelin stardom by capitalising on the strengths and

colourful presentation turn the dish into a real work of art.

talents of every team member and orchestrating a group of
dedicated and committed invididuals. The coveted stars were

The sky is the limit when Arjan Speelman takes you on a compelling

gained in 2005 and 2008.

gastronomic journey through the mouth-watering complexities
of international cuisine. Feel on top of the world when refined

Arjan Speelman and his team aim high. They want to create a

flavours merge into an unforgettable culinary experience at

world-class dining experience and achieve the ultimate taste

Restaurant Ikarus in June 2022.

T V T I P / / “Culinary Heights at Ikarus” with Arjan Speelman on 4 June 2022 from 5:50 p.m. on ServusTV.

